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1. Enabling the extension in your Magento

In System > Manage Aitoc Modules, check
Abandoned Cart Alerts Pro and click “Save
modules settings” on the top right.
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2. Conﬁguring the extension
You can send up to 3 subsequent
Abandoned Cart emails to a customer. If
you wish to send a reminder only once, put
0 (zero) in Second Delay Period (hours) and
Third Delay Period (hours) fields.

You can specify a separate template for
each of the 3 Abandoned Cart alerts.
Please note that the first Delay period is
mesured in minutes, whie the second and
the third ones are measured in hours.

System > Conﬁguration > Catalog > Abandoned Cart Alerts
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2. Conﬁguring the extension

Stop sending Alerts after a customer clicks
the cart recovery link.
Stop sending Alerts after a customer
makes a purchase.

Include a discount coupon into the alert.
You can specify its type (percentage,
amount per product, amount per order),
amount and the expiration date.

System > Conﬁguration > Catalog > Abandoned Cart Alerts
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2. Conﬁguring the extension

You can choose to send a copy of the email
to a specified address.

You can disable Alerts for selected groups
of customers.

Select which status an Order should have
to be considered Abandoned.

Specify the time frame after which the
Order should become Abandoned. If its
status changes within this time period, the
Order will NOT become Abandoned.

System > Conﬁguration > Catalog > Abandoned Cart Alerts
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2. Conﬁguring the extension
You can send up to 3 subsequent
Abandoned Order emails to a customer. If
you wish to send a reminder only once, put
0 (zero) in Second Delay Period (hours) and
Third Delay Period (hours) fields.

You can specify a separate template for
each of the 3 Abandoned Order alerts.
Please note that the first Delay period is
mesured in minutes, whie the second and
the third ones are measured in hours.

Here you can change the default Google
Analytics parameters (campaign, medium,
source) that will show up in your Google
Analytics account under Acquisition >
Campaigns.

System > Conﬁguration > Catalog > Abandoned Cart Alerts
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3. Testing the email sending feature
1

Testing email sending (Steps 1-2).
1. In System > Configuration > Catalog > Abandoned
Cart Alerts, make sure that “Send E-mails” is set to
“No”.
2. Go to Newsletter > Abandoned Cart Alerts >
Pending Alerts, and click “Add Alert”.
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3. Testing the email sending feature
Testing email sending (Steps 3-6).

3. Enter your email and other details. For example:
Store View: comp store view
Follow Up: First
Alert Will Be Sent On: 05/28/2015
Customer Email: example@example.com
Customer First Name: John
Customer Last Name: Smith
Products: Add a link to the product or just plain text
here.
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4. Click “Save and Send Out” in the top right corner,
and check your mail box to see if the email was
delivered.
5. Troubleshooting: it you don’t get the email, make
sure your hosting supports sending emails via PHP.
6. Once you are done, go back to System >
Configuration > Catalog > Abandoned Cart Alerts
and change Send E-mails back to “Yes”.
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4. Editing the text and the format of your alert messages

There are 3 abandoned cart alert templates
available - a separate template for each
followup message.
By default, they all have the same text, but
you can edit them according to your
requirements:
1. In System > Transactional emails, click
“Add New Template”.
2. Choose a template you wish to edit from
the dropdown menu (say, Abandoned Cart:
The First Followup).
3. Click “Load Template”.
4. Edit the template to your needs and hit
“Save Template”.
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4. Editing the text and the format of your alert messages

{{var products}} variable is used to show the
list of products that were abandoned in the
cart.

{{var coupon}} and {{var coupon_days}}
variables are used to show the coupon
code and its expiration date accordingly (if
you allow coupons in emails).

{{var recover_url}} variable is used to show
the link a customer can click to recover
their abandoned cart.
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5. Generating and sending alerts manually if cron isn’t enabled

When Cron is not configured in your
Magento, you will see this warning in the
admin panel.

Newsletter > Abandoned Cart Alerts > Pending Alerts
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5. Generating and sending alerts manually if cron isn’t enabled
To generate alerts and send them
manually click “Update Queue Now”. This
will generate Alerts between “previous
alert generation” and “current time minus
10 minutes”.

Select the necessary alerts from the
queue and either delete or dispatch them
by selecting a respective action and
clicking “Submit”.

Newsletter > Abandoned Cart Alerts > Pending Alerts
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6. Abandoned cart recovery statistics
When Abandoned Cart Alerts Pro is
installed, you will get instant cart recovery
statistics in the admin panel. Click “see
stats” for full information.

Admin Panel > Dashboard
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6. Abandoned cart recovery statistics

Click this button to collect cart
abandonment / cart restoration data for a
time period.
In the “History” tab, you can see which
email (First, Second, etc.) made the
customer click the recovery link. You can
also see cart recovery date, customer IP
and other details.

In this table you can see detailed statistics
on the number of abandoned carts, their
amount, the number of recovered carts
and more.

Newsletter > Abandoned Cart Alerts > Daily Statistic
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6. Abandoned cart recovery statistics

In Google Analytics, you can track
eCommerce conversions through
abandoned cart email in Acquisition >
Campaigns (cart-alert is the default
campaign).
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7. The History tab
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In the “History” tab, you can see which
email (First, Second, etc.) made the
customer click the recovery link. You can
also see cart recovery date, customer IP
and other details.

Newsletter > Abandoned Cart Alerts > History

Useful resources

Useful Resources
1. Introduction Video (3.34 min) - http://bit.ly/1Xe1pxQ
2. Demo - http://bit.ly/1PQPV2w
3. Abandoned Cart Tracking in Google Analytics - http://bit.ly/1lys1hb
4. 15 Awesome Abandoned Cart Email Ideas - http://bit.ly/1T3vuzp
5. (FREE eBook) Fighting Shopping Cart Abandonment in Magento
- http://bit.ly/28LrXZE
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Brought to you by

Aitoc
You can purchase Abandoned Cart Alerts Pro at
www.aitoc.com/en/magentomods_abandoned_carts_alerts.html

For questions please email at sales@aitoc.com

